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Abstract
The aim of this work is to present a developed knowledge-based approach for breast cancer treatment. This Decision Support System (DSS)
uses an incremental knowledge acquisition technique called Multiple Classification Ripple Down Rules (MCRDR) and a breast cancer treatments
knowledge base. This system integrate MCRDR inference engine and use knowledge bases to reach advanced reasoning level during the decision
making process. The knowledge base will be built from clinical protocols, and its content will be updated by the doctor using the MCRDR
component. This DSS infers a cancer treatment from the (clinical or pathological) input data supplied by the physician and it also allows the
maintenance of the knowledge base.
q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The detection and treatment in early stages of breast cancer
in women and men are fundamental for the survival of the
patient. Given the difficulty of defining early breast cancer,
some doctors decided to focus on the diagnosis and treatment
of small invasive breast cancer. A small invasive breast cancer
is defined as an invasive lesion with a diameter of 10 mm or
less-in other words (Silverstein, 1997). The past 20-30 years
have seen dramatic changes in the treatment of breast cancer.
This has provoked the generation of vast amounts of
knowledge about breast cancer treatments, mainly in tacit
nature, that is, kept in the mind of oncologists. So, there is a
need for mechanisms and systems allowing for making all this
knowledge explicit. The explicit knowledge of breast cancer
treatments is usually stored and organized as clinical protocols
(Amrit, 2002). This is the case of the guide known as ‘National
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Comprehensive Cancer Network’ (NCCN) (http://
www.nccn.org/). Many oncologists currently use NCCN as a
clinical protocol to learn about cancer treatments, because they
act as digital medical guides (explicit knowledge) through
which the expert browses through a set of algorithms showing
the steps that must be followed in a specific treatment.
However, these guides do not permit the experts the extracting
knowledge quickly, so becoming not efficient when time is
critical. On the other hand, when oncologists assign cancer
treatments, they use to complement the knowledge of clinical
protocols with tacit knowledge (Amrit, 2002). This tacit
knowledge has been accumulated by the oncologist with the
experience of historical cases and alternative knowledge that
may reinforce the decision made. In this sense, there is a need
for mechanisms to manage the (tacit and explicit) knowledge in
oncology units when cancer treatments are assigned. An
adequate solution to manage oncological knowledge might be
the creation of mechanisms, in cooperation with experts, for
managing knowledge bases (Loshin, 2001) for different types
of cancer treatment (i.e., breast, lung, skin, and so on). The
benefits of knowledge-based systems in medical units are very
significant, such as: decision making time reduction, historical
cases-based support to the decision making, update and
maintenance of the specialized knowledge, the reuse and
storing of the corporative knowledge of the unit, and tutoring
capabilities for non-experts (Hayes & Jacobstein, 1994).
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In this paper, a Decision Support System (DSS) that uses
an incremental knowledge acquisition technique called
Multiple Classification Ripple Down Rules (MCRDR)
(Kang, 1996), is presented. MCRDR allows for solving
multiple classification problems. The knowledge acquisition
is based on the justification provided by the oncologist
when (s)he makes a diagnosis, but not in the explanation of
the steps to draw that diagnosis. MCRDR offers benefits for
the knowledge base maintenance, because the correction of
a wrong conclusion is carried out by refining the rule that
inferred the wrong conclusion. So, the oncologist does not
have to modify the MCRDR structure to remove the wrong
conclusion and to add the correct one. In this paper,
MCRDR is used as a black box whose input is clinical
information and whose output is the suggestion of a set of
breast cancer treatments. The internal structure of MCRDR
falls beyond the scope of this paper. When wrong
treatments are inferred or no treatment is suggested, it is
necessary to active the knowledge acquisition procedure.
The MCRDR knowledge acquisition procedure provides a
natural technique through which the oncologist must supply
the system with the correct treatment and the rules
explaining the decision; the MCRDR corrects the knowledge base, allocating the rules and the treatment in their
correct positions. This makes the acquisition of a new
treatment trivial. The oncologist decides which treatments
assigned by the system are wrong and must be removed.
Provided that the oncology treatments are large and
explicative texts, the system must allow experts to use
this type of explanations.
Finally, this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents the concepts modelled in the knowledge-based
system. The construction of the breast cancer treatments
knowledge based is the target of Section 3. The Decision
Support Systems is presented in Section 4. The Section 5
contains the validation of the tool and finally, related work,
further work and the conclusions are put forward in Section 6.
2. Modelling the concepts of the knowledge-based system
In oncology, the concept ‘patient’ has the following
attributes: healthcare record number, name(s), surname(s),
age, gender, date of birth, and marital status. An episode can be
defined as a session in which the oncologist performs these
actions: (1) analysis of the patient’s records, diagnosis,
evaluation of the stage of the cancer tumor and other clinical
and/or pathological data; (2) assignment of a primary treatment.
The attributes of the concept ‘episode’ are: healthcare record
number, episode number, type of episode, episode date,
observations, primary treatment. At this point, other concepts
such as ‘clinical condition’, ‘clinical case’, and ‘treatment’
must be defined. A clinical condition may be defined as the pair
(description, value), for instance (tumor size, 5 cm), and they
are used by the oncologist to provide a partial description of the
stage of the disease, for instance{(age,35), (gender, male),
(marital status, married), (tumor size, 5 cm),.}. A clinical case
may be defined as a set of clinical conditions that provides

a complete description of the disease stage. They are defined by
the oncologist during an episode. Clinical cases are the input
data for the MCRDR inference engine. Breast cancer treatments
are defined by the oncologist as a set of rules. Each rule is
defined as a set of clinical conditions, and the rule is fired if and
only if all the conditions are met. For instance, the oncologist
can assign a primary treatment ‘A’ to a patient in case the
following clinical conditions stand: age OZ50, genderZmale,
size tumorOZ5 cm. If the clinical conditions of the patient
meet this rule, then the primary treatment A is assigned to the
patient. It must be noticed that several treatments can be
assigned to the same clinical case.
3. Construction of the breast cancer treatments
knowledge base
The breast cancer treatments knowledge base is the
source of the knowledge-based system. In this research
work, the knowledge is built from widely recognized
oncology protocols. In particular, the oncology NCCN
clinical protocols are used. There, the cancer treatments
are represented by means of algorithms. Through this work,
a knowledge base for non-invasive breast cancer treatments
(DCIS) was developed. Next, each step of the knowledge
base construction is detailed:
(Step 1) Knowledge delimitation: Selection of the DICS
algorithm (see Fig. 2) amongst the ones presented in the NCCN
clinical protocols. Then, the knowledge to consider is
constrained and delimited by following this procedure:
Select the breast cancer stage: This stage is determined by
physicians gathering information from examinations and tests
on the tumor, lymph nodes, and distant organs. The TNM
staging system, also known as the American Joint Committee
on Cancer (AJCC) system, is the most widespread to describe
the growth and spread of breast cancer. Information about the
tumor, nearby lymph nodes, and distant organ metastases is
combined and a stage is assigned to specific TNM groupings,
from I to IV. The clinical stage is determined by what the
doctor learns from the physical examination and tests. The
pathologic stage includes the findings of the pathologist after
surgery. Most of the time, the pathologic stage is the most
important one because it is not usually known whether the
cancer has spread to lymph nodes until the pathologist
examines them under the microscope. TNM includes different
categories with associated possible conditions. The T category
is based on the size and the spread to nearby tissue. The N
category is based on which of the lymph nodes near the breast,
if any, are affected by the cancer, for instance, the cancer has
not spread to lymph nodes or the cancer has spread to lymph
nodes under the arm on the same side as the breast cancer.
Lymph nodes have not yet attached to one another or to the
surrounding tissue. Finally, the M category depends on the
cancer spread to any distant tissues and organs, such as, no
distant cancer spread or the cancer has spread to distant organs.
Once the T, N, and M categories have been assigned, this
information is combined to assign an overall stage of 0, I, II,
III, or IV. For instance, the stage 0 corresponding to Ductal
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Stage 0 (DCIS)
T=Tis
N=N0
M=M0

SELECTING
CLINICAL
STAGE

Stage 0 (DCIS)
Medical history and physical exam
Mammogram (both breasts)
EVALUATION

Pathology review of biopsy sample
Measure hormone receptor of tumor

Widespread DCIS
in two or more
separate areas of
the breast

Exisional biopsy

FINDINGS

Margins negative

Reexcision

Margins positive

tumor is low grade
and small (less than
1/5 inch)

PRIMARY
TREATMENT

1. Lumpectomy followed by
radiation
OR
2. Total mastectomy without
lymph node removal and with or
without breast reconstruction
OR
3. Lumpectomy with no radiation

1. Lumpectomy followed by
radiation
OR
2. Total mastectomy without
lymph node removal and with or
without breast reconstruction

1. Total mastectomy without
lymph node removal with or
without breast reconstruction

Consider tamoxifen for 5 years:
POSTSURGICAL
TREATMENT

For women treated with lumpectomy with or without radiation,
(especially if cancer contains hormone receptors).
To reduce cancer risk in other breast for all women regardless of
treatment

SURVEILLANCE/
FOLLOW-UP

Medical history and physical exam every 6 months for 5 years, then every
year;
Mammogram every year
Yearly pelvic exam for women taking tamoxifen

Fig. 1. Algorithm of treatments for DCIS in Non-invasive breast cancer.

Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS) is chosen, so, the values for clinical
stage are TZTis, NZ‘the cancer has not spread to lymph
nodes’ and MZ‘no distant cancer spread’.
Identifying the knowledge fractions to the breast cancer
stage: For DCIS cancer, the next six knowledge fractions are
identified (see Fig. 1): a) clinical stage, b) evaluation, c)
findings, d) primary treatments, e) post surgical treatment and
f) surveillance/follow-up.
Knowledge representation. According to the given definition for treatment rules (in Section 2), the knowledge of
clinical conditions and treatments for DCIS cancer is
represented as follows:

(1) Clinical ConditionsZ!clinical stageCevaluationC
findingsCageCgenderO
(2) TreatmentZ!Primary TreatmentCPost surgical TreatmentCSurveillance/Follow-up O
(Step 2) Knowledge codification: Each clinical condition
and treatment for DCIS is identified from the NCCN algorithm
and assigned a code; their possible values are determined.
These are used to build the explanation tables (code, values),
which are used by the explanation module of the knowledgebased system. Now, the steps to codify knowledge for DCIS
cancer are described.
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Table 1
Examples of knowledge codification for DCIS
Knowledge Fraction

Codes

Values

Observations and comments

Evaluation

E1

Medical history and physical exam

Patient’s previous examination to evaluate if other abnormal areas in
the breast exist.

Primary Treatment

E2
PT1

Mammogram (both breasts)
Observation

PT2

Total mastectomy without extirpation of the
lymphatic ganglions with or without reconstruction of the breast
Tumorectomy with or without radiation.

PT3

For each identified knowledge fragment, a code is assigned.
Table 1 contains examples of these codes for evaluation and
primary treatment. For instance, the code ‘E1’ corresponds to
Evaluation knowledge fraction and its value is ‘Medical history
and physical exam’.
Grouping codes for construction of clinical cases: Codes of
‘clinical conditions’ and ‘treatments’ are grouped for an easy
knowledge base’s construction.Table 2 presents a summary of
these codes.
(Step 3) Construction of Clinical Cases: The knowledge is
consistently grouped and contextualized in concepts to create
the clinical cases with their respective clinical conditions and
treatments. Here, some examples of the possible clinical
conditions and treatments are identified for each clinical cases
appearing in the algorithm, shown in Fig. 2. An example for the
triple !clinical case number, clinical conditions, treatmentsO
might be !1,{ StageZ0, TZTis, NZN0, MZM0, AgeZ
Age0, EvalZEval1,HZH1, SZS1}, {PT2, PostT1, CST}O
(Step 4) Use of a knowledge acquisition tool: The
knowledge base is created using the knowledge acquisition
module of the knowledge based system and the cases, which
have previously been identified and coded. The result of this
process is a decision tree like the one shown in Fig. 2.
4. The Oncology Decision Support Tool
A software tool called ‘Oncology Decision Support Tool’
was developed by following the principles described in
previous sections. This system is comprised of the three
modules shown in Fig. 3. The first module implements the
MCRDR engine to extract the knowledge stored in cases in
clinical protocols. The second module allows for inferring
clinical treatments. The third module is used to format the
explanation of the inferred treatments. The three modules were
developed by using Java and MySQL. The programming tool
and the database management system were connected through
the JBDC interface.
4.1. Patients.
The tool offers the oncologist the option to assign treatments to
the patient. For this purpose, the oncologist has to select the type
of cancer, then the types of cancer related to (invasive and noninvasive) breast cancer, and finally the oncologist select the stage

The treatments against the breast cancer he includes surgery and
radiation therapy of the breast, as well as medicaments for the
cancerous cells that they had contaminated to another organs.

LCIS or DCIS. Then, the tool displays a list of patients to treat,
and if the patient no exist the oncologist can add new patients.
4.2. Inference engine
The implementation of the inference engine is based on
MCRDR. The algorithm of the inference module is: 1) Capturing
data from the clinical records of the patient; 2) Capturing the
clinical conditions of the clinical case of the patient; 3)
Formatting the clinical case and 4) inferring the treatment by
using MCRDR. Fig. 4 shows an example of use of the tool for
infer a treatment of a breast cancer clinical case, having three
main areas: 1) the clinical conditions according to NCCN; 2) the
values of the conditions; and 3) the clinical conditions of this
clinical case, which will be the input clinical case for the
knowledge-based system. The button ‘Treatment Inference’
allows the oncologist for inferring the treatment that will be
assigned to the input clinical case. The result of the inference is
processed by the explanation module described next.
4.3. Knowledge acquisition and maintenance
The knowledge acquisition module is based on MCRDR
and it allows oncologists to maintain the case-based knowledge
base. Fig. 5 shows a working session with the tool. There, a
knowledge base of breast cancer cases and treatments is
created. The background window contains the input case {TZ
Tis, NZN0, MZMO, AgeZAge0, HZH1, EstZEst0, EvalZ
Eval1}. The inference results are modified in the intermediate
window (‘PosT1’ and ‘PT2’). The foreground window shows
the cases that are involved in the result (‘CST’). The tool also
allows for loading and saving files from and in different
knowledge bases, so the oncologist can work with different
knowledge bases.
Table 2
Summary of codes for clinical conditions and treatments (some examples)
Code

Description

Stage
T
N

0, I, II, III and IV
Primary Tumor
Regional Lymph Nodes
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Fig. 2. Decision tree of treatments.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the System.

4.4. Explaining conclusions
The explanation module processes the conclusions
produced by the knowledge-based system inference engine.
Each conclusion is an abstraction of the inferred treatment.
This module builds the explanations for the inferred

treatments in natural language, which is understandable by
the expert and uses oncology terms. So, for each conclusion,
the following operations are performed: (1) retrieval of the
explanation from the base of treatments; (2) generation of
the natural language explanation; (3) display to the
oncologist.

Fig. 4. A particular case for the Inference: 1) the clinical conditions according to NCCN; 2) the values of the conditions; and 3) the clinical conditions of this clinical
case, which will be the input clinical case for the knowledge-based system.
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Fig. 5. Knowledge acquisition session.

5. Validation
The goal of the tool is the generation of a correct
treatment for the patient. In particular, given a set of
patient’s clinical conditions (a clinical case), the system has
to assign the correct treatment. Determining the appropriate
validation criteria is an important consideration (Tsai, 1999).
In our tool, the proposed treatment by the system implies a
critical decision, because this treatment must be assigned to
a patient. Consequently, it is only possible to validate the
performance of the knowledge-based system against the
opinion of oncologists. So, reliability (Guida and Mauri,
1993) has been the validation criterion in this case.
Reliability tests checks whether the system conforms to its
specifications and if all expected requirements by oncologists are satisfied by the system. In our case, the system was
installed in the Radiotherapy service at the Hospital ‘Virgen
de la Arrixaca’ in Murcia (Spain), and it has been used by
oncologists. For the validation, clinical test cases were
generated extracting information from healthcare records
from n patients. Each clinical test case was structured
according to the description given in Section 2. For each
patient, m clinical conditions and their k corresponding
treatments were generated. Hence, for each clinical test case,
he following operations were performed: (1) the oncologist
inputs the clinical test case to the system; (2) a set of
treatments for the clinical test case are proposed; (3) the
oncologist revises the set of treatments; (4) if the oncologist
finds wrong treatments then, he/she corrects the error; (5)
the decisions of the oncologist are documented. After some
running time, some feedback was obtained from the
oncologists. Apart from the comments about the usability
and friendliness of the user interface, they stated that the
systems performs correctly according to the reference
protocol, but they do not generally follow the protocol, so
they would be happier with a system that combines the
protocol and their proper knowledge to suggest treatments.
And this is exactly what allows MCRDR to do. The system
is still under validation before being incorporated to daily
practice but the degree of satisfaction of the oncologist

increases as the system is capable of incorporating their
knowledge.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a knowledge-based system to assign breast
cancer treatments is described. The system makes use of the
incremental knowledge acquisition capabilities of MCRDR to
transform the oncological clinical protocols in a rules-based
knowledge base. This knowledge base is used to infer the
treatment, so using the MCRDR inference capabilities. The
tool developed has been validated in an oncological domain
for breast cancer treatments. For this purpose, the NCCN
clinical protocol was used. The algorithm corresponding to
the non-invasive breast cancer was specifically used. The
knowledge-based system intends to facilitate oncologists the
maintenance of the knowledge base, thus guaranteeing that
its content is updated and efficient decisions can be made.
Some decision support systems (DSS) based on artificial
intelligent techniques such as neural networks (Zhou et al.,
2002), probabilistic events networks (Galán, Aguado, Diéz &
Mira, 2002) or hybrid systems (Papadopoulos, Fotiadisb &
Likas, 2002) have been put into oncology clinical practice.
The main advantage of our knowledge-based system
proposed in this paper with respect with those is the use of
technologies that facilitate an easy maintenance of the
knowledge base. As further work, the following issues
should be pointed out: automatic generation of cases and
treatments from clinical protocols stored in pdf; knowledge
acquisition and inference from cases with alternative
treatments and allowing oncologists to select one according
to effectiveness degrees; and multiple treatments inference
from a concrete historical cases base.
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